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 New MAN engines commissioned at Grand Cayman 
power plant 
MAN Diesel & Turbo’s newest engines for the Caribbean power sector have 
been officially commissioned as part of an ongoing partnership with the 
Caribbean Utilities Company (CUC) and Burmeister & Wain Scandinavian 
Contractor A/S (BWSC). The two 18.5MW MAN 48/60 engines join five 
existing MAN engines at the Grand Cayman power plant.  
 

Combined, the 7 MAN engines provide nearly 90MW of power – more than 
half of CUC’s 171MW generating capacity. CUC is the sole provider of 
electricity to the more than 50,000 residents of Grand Cayman. The newest 
phase of the power plant will help CUC continue to meet the increasing 
demand for power on the island.  
 

“We are thrilled to be involved in this project,” said Walter Offner, Head of 
Project Execution at MAN Diesel & Turbo. “Our company has a longstanding, 
excellent relationship with CUC and BWSC, supplying them with our efficient, 
medium speed diesel engines through multiples phases of expansion. We’re 
proud to help supply more than half the power in Grand Cayman in their most 
efficient power house yet.”  
 

David Watler, Vice President of Operations & Engineering for CUC, has 
praised MAN for the project. 
  
“We are very pleased with MAN Diesel & Turbo’s performance and completion 
of our new 40MW power plant. This is the sixth power plant built at CUC with 
MAN Diesel & Turbo engines, totaling over 115 MW of generating capacity. All 
of the MAN projects have been on time and on budget with excellent quality at 
competitive prices. By utilizing the latest generation technology, we are able to 
provide our customers with competitive electricity rates amongst our peer 
utilities within the Caribbean. Our power plants built with MAN provide 
environmental benefits amongst the best in industry in the areas of waste heat 
recovery, noise emissions, hydrocarbon containment and air quality.” 
 

The ribbon cutting ceremony took place outside of Engine Room 6, where the 
new MAN engines are housed. Walter Offner was one of several speakers 
during the event, praising the hard work and cooperation between the different 
companies on the project. The Hon. D. Kurt Tibbetts, Master of Planning, 
Agriculture, Housing & Infrastructure for the Cayman Island, also attended the 
ceremony, along with Haroon Pandohie, his Director of Planning.  
 

The Grand Cayman power plant marks another reference for MAN’s 48/60 
engine in the Caribbean. An economical and environmentally friendly option, 
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the 48/60 can be found in medium and large engine-based plants around the 
world.   
 

MAN and BWSC have been strategic partners of CUC since 1998 and have 
designed and installed several diesel generating units on a turnkey basis for 
the company prior to this project. They have also collaborated on several 
other projects throughout the Caribbean, including in the Bahamas, Barbados, 
and Curacao.  
 

 
One of the two 18.5MW MAN 48/60 engines in Engine Room 6, the newest phase of the Caribbean Utilities 
Company power plant in Grand Cayman.  

 

 
Chris Walker (Business Development Manager, BWSC), Richard Hew (CEO & President, CUC) and Walter 
Offner (MAN) cut the ribbon to commission the Engine Room 6 and the two MAN engines inside 
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About MAN Diesel & Turbo 
MAN Diesel & Turbo SE, based in Augsburg, Germany, is the world’s leading provider of large-bore diesel and gas engines and 
turbomachinery. The company employs around 14,500 staff at more than 100 international sites, primarily in Germany, Denmark, 
France, Switzerland, the Czech Republic, India and China. The company’s product portfolio includes two-stroke and four-stroke 
engines for marine and stationary applications, turbochargers and propellers as well as gas and steam turbines, compressors 
and chemical reactors. The range of services and supplies is rounded off by complete solutions like ship propulsion systems, 
engine-based power plants and turbomachinery trains for the oil & gas as well as the process industries. Customers receive 
worldwide after-sales services marketed under the MAN PrimeServ brand. 


